
Trade Secret 1: Adaptive Trading Part III



This Weeks Lineup
• Today we will focus 

on customizing or 
adjusting our 
Adaptive Trading 
Market Phase tools.

• On Thursday Ed 
Downs will present 
his allocation tool.

• We will also hold a 
wrap up Q&A on 
Thursday.



Adapting Adaptive Trading
• The Adaptive 

Trading assets 
provided are just 
one way to 
approach the 
market.

• It’s easy to “adapt” 
these tools to your 
trading style and 
timeframe.

• Let’s dig into the 
indicators provided 
for a 
comprehensive 
understanding.



Revisiting KAMA

• Our Market 
Phases are based 
on KAMA.

• Our derivative 
indicators (DAMA, 
SAMA) use these 
KAMA parameters 
as well:
– Efficiency = 20
– Fast Period = 2
– Slow Period = 40



The Efficiency Ratio

• The Efficiency 
Ratio basically 
determines 
KAMA’s 
sensitivity to 
volatility.

• The higher the 
Period Value, the 
less sensitive to 
current volatility.

• The lower the 
Period Value, the 
more sensitive to 
current volatility.



The Fast  and Slow Periods

• The Fast and 
Slow Periods 
create a 
“Smoothing 
Constant”.

• Two 
Exponential 
Moving 
Averages are 
used to smooth 
the Efficiency 
Ratio.



Adapting the Settings

• Each parameter 
will have a 
significant 
impact on the 
indicator.

• This means that 
the indicator can 
be made to be 
very precise, but 
be aware of the 
ease to curve fit. 



Adjusting the DAMA

• The DAMA (Distance 
from AMA) is a pure 
volatility 
measurement.

• The fourth 
parameter is 
ANOTHER smoothing 
constant.

• It is meant to smooth 
the indicator to 
minimize whipsaw 
readings.



Adjusting the SAMA
• The SAMA (Slope 

of the AMA) is a 
trend 
measurement.

• The fourth 
parameter 
determines how 
far back we will 
look in order to 
determine trend 
direction and 
strength.



Revisiting our Market Phase

NOTE: It’s important to keep your parameters in sync 
so that they are not overlapping.



Shorter Term Market Phases 1
For shorter term Market Phases we 
can use lower values for our DAMA 
smoother and SAMA Linear 
Regression Periods.

This is a subtle change, but it 
will result in faster transitions 
and smaller transitional phases.

Original Template



Shorter Term Market Phases 2
We can also reduce the values of the 
KAMA calculation for a more 
pronounced change.

This will result in more reactive 
Market Phases.

Original Template



Longer Term Market Phases 1

Original Template

For longer term Market Phases we 
can use higher values for our DAMA 
smoother and SAMA Linear 
Regression Periods.

Again, these parameters provide a 
subtle yet important change as it 
makes the Market Phases less 
reactive.



Longer Term Market Phases 2

Original Template

• We can also adjust the KAMA.
• The Efficiency and Fast Periods will 

have a drastic effect.
• The Slow Periods will provide a more 

subtle effect.

This example shows how the longer 
term settings can help us avoid 
major downward trends and 
volatility.



Revisiting Strategy Testing
• If you edit the Market Phases, you will want to 

test your strategies to see how they perform 
in the new phases.



Conclusion
• Understanding the 

components of the 
Adaptive Trading Market 
Phase Tools is important.

• We can easily adjust the 
Market Phase settings to 
better match our 
personal trading style.

• We want to test our 
strategies to edited 
Market Phases so that we 
are getting the trades 
with the best profit 
potential.
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